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ABSTRACT

The solution to the exterior three-dimensional Stokes problem is sought in the form of;i
single layer potential of unknown density. This reduces the problem to a boundary integral equation
of (he first kind whose operator is the velocity component of the single layer potential. It is shown
(hat this component is an isomorphism belween two appropriate Sobolev spaces containing the un-
known densities and the data respectively. The isomorphism corresponds to a variations! problem
with coercive bilinear form. The latter property allows us to consider various fixed point iterative
schemes that converge to the unique solution of the integral equation. Explicit error estimates arc
also obtained. The successive approximations are also considered in a more computable form by
using the product integration method of Atkinson.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Tlie motivation of this paper is to analyze, on concrete problems, some fixed

point iterative processes inspired by those which have been studied for general

integral equations by the first author[5]-[8], (For an extensive study, soe also

|16| (18], |36|, [38j and |42]-|44|). As an example, we consider the exterior

three-dimensional Stokes problem. The method seems to be well-suited when

no regularity results are available. Practically, this means—and we suppose

so in the sequel—that the geometry under consideration is a bounded open

set [} C IR3 with Lipschitz-continuous boundary Y (Nccas|39j, p.15) such

that 11 and the unbounded open set fl' := ]RS \ D are simply connected.

Given a slow viscous (viscosity 1 for convenience) incompressible flow

past the obstacle Cl and only under the influence of a boundary velocity

9 (Siiflsiffs) : r i-+ IR3, the stationary Stokes problem consists of finding

the velocity u ~ (« , ,UJ , I I , ) : fl' >-» 1RS and the pressure p : fl' >--* JR as

solution of

-An + Vp - 0 in fj'

ditiu = Oinii' (1.1)

u = g on F.

For data gin the Sobolev space of traces (//a(r)) s , problem (1.1) has one

and only one solution u in the weighted Sobolev space (W'(n'))* and p in the

Lebesgue space Z/(f]') (Theorem 2.1). However, due to the unboundedness

of 12', constructive methods based on finite triangulations of domains (finite

elements method for example) are not directly applicable to the approxima-

tion of (u, p). Also, for the method proposed here, working with the volume

II' leads to fixed point operators that are not easy to handle. This can lie

si-en from tin1 proof of Lax-Milgram lemma in Ciarlet.|9j: p.9, applied to tin?

variiilional formulation of problem (l.l).

hollowing Hsiao & Wundland(24j, Nedclec h Planchard[40| and Nedclcc-

•II |, we overcome the above difficulty by representing (n,p) as a single layer

polr-iil.ial (V{.,<p); Q{.,<p)} of unknown density <p •• (^1,^2,^3). (Other
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techniques are possible: see e.g. Guirguis{22], Johnson ii Nedelec[27j and

Wendland|47|). This representation leads to a Fredholm boundary integral

equation of the first kind in ip:

Vt \ — ( "\ 1= V fI2l

(Reduction to integral equations of the second kind is considered for instance

in Ladyzhenskaya[31j, chap.3, Hebeker|23] and Lubuma & Tateb[35]).

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we study the

well-posedness of the integral equation (1-2). In section 3, we investigate

the convergence, together with error estimates, of the aforementioned fixed

point iterative schemes. The last section is devoted to the computation of

the successive approximations by means of the product integration method

of Atkinson[l].

2 BOUNDARY INTEGRAL EQUATION

As emphasized in Dautray, Lions et al.[l5], p.665, it is necessary, in the

boundary integral equations approach to couple the involved exterior pro-

blem with an appropriate interior problem. Denoting by S the Stokes ope-

rator, i.e., the 4 x 4 matrix of differential operators in (l.l), and by 7 the

trace operator, it is convenient to abbreviate the coupled problems, we are

concerned with for (l-l), as:

S(u,p) - 0 in f)r and (1 ; -7 u ~ g. (2.1)

We assume that the data g satisfy the compatibility condition

g C (//.V))3 := {* € ("Hn)3 i jrh.»da - o} (2.2)

where 1/ •-- {fj, 1/^,1/3) is the unit outward normal to I* with respect to fl

whir!) exists almost everywhere because of the Lipsr.hit/.-continuity hypoth-

esis (N(!cas|3!)], Lemma 4.2, p.88). As usual,

is the Sobolev space of traces with Hilbert structure by the natural norm

II'II i r carried from the classical Sobolev space (// '(0) ; ||.||in) and the weight-

ed Sobolev space (W'(n') ;|Nli,n') (Dautray, Lions & al.[l5|, p. 649):

(n') — | « e p'(n') ; ') , v|«| < i | .

( / /" ' ( r ) ; | | . | |_ i r ) is the dual space of H>[V) (for the extension of the duality

of £'(!*)); this is a Hilbert space with inner product (.,.)_i r satisfying the

property

(tt,Aq)_ix = <H,1>H-ixIli i / M £ B " i ( r ) , g e / / i ( r ) , (2.3)

where A E C ((/f >(F))*; (H"'(F))3J is the canonical Riesz isometric isomor-

phism.

Arguing as Nedelec A; Planchard[40] (proof of Lemma 1.1 for the Laplace

operator), one can either combine Theorem 5.1 in Girault & Haviart[19], p.

80, with an extension to Lipschitz-continuous boundaries of Lemma 12 (inf-

sup condition of Babuska & Brezii) in Guirguis[2lj, or extend the approach

iti Dautray, Lions et al.[l5], p.695-697, Lubuma[34] and Tcmam|45], p.30-

31, which is based on a characterization by De Rham of the gradient of

distributions. This leads to:

Theorem 2.1 Problem (S.I) defines two isomorphisms g -• (u,p), g i-t u of

(//i(I'))3 onto the closed subspacts K C (W'f/iJ3))3 x £J(fl') X —^ , M C,

(W*(!R3)f defined by

K : =

M

~ ;
S[v,q) ^ 0 in n & n'};

{v C- (VV'f /R 1 ) ) 3 ; divv =•-- 0 i n II k II ' , .

< Ai;, z > - a v 3 e (D(n))3 n {D(n')f

witkdivz = 0 m n & fl'}. n

To rcprrseul elements of K as integrals on the boundary I', we reciill

(LiidyzliciiHkiiyii|31|, p.M) that the single layer (liydrodynamical) jujt.critial



of density <p 6 (P(r))3 is the couple (V{.,p)\Q(.,<?)) where for all x t.

n*,<p) ••-- =z8TI h \\x-y\
y}ds(y)t

(2.4)

(2.5)

(The kernel matrix and vector in (2.4)-(2.5) are the velocity and the pressure

parts of the fundamental solution to the Stokes operator).

In the sequel, we use the notation

Q ( . , p ) - ( < ? ( . , p ) { a , , Q ( . , < p ) l a + I R ) , p £ [ D [ r ) ) 3 .

Since, as | i | -» oo, V[,,ip) behaves likes o , an element of VVl(!l'), properties

of the fundamental solution to the Stokes operator imply that

(2.6)

It is also easy to show that

= 0.

(Definition (2.4)-(2.5) is valid even for <p £ (L3(r))3). We can therefore

consider the densities as classes of equivalence p := <p + span{i/}.

Theorem 2.2 The linear single layer potential operator (V, Q) that is de-

fintd}or<p, <p e (P(r))*, by

(V,Q)p = (V,Q)<p := (V(.,<p) ; Q ( . , p ) ) ,

can be e.zten<ie.d by continuity to an isomorphism still denoted by [V, Q) of tkr.

quotient spare [H~ ^ (V))'/span{i/} onto K. The extended velocity component

V i,i nit isomorphism of tke same quotient space onto [II.*[V))S with the

cocrcivity (stability) property:

<<P,V<P>H ix)li > C\\p\\\x , pC ill i ( r )) s / .s

where C > 0 is a constant indt.pf.niie.nl. of <p. I I

(2.7)

Proof

Kix (u,p) f K and consider the 3 x 3 stress tensor matrix

Clearly, the vector <7;(u,p) s (on,0^,0^) belongs to the spaces

{z e (i'(n'))s ; (l + \x\1)idivz€Li{U1)} ford" ^ n'

endowed with the natural Hilbert structures. According to Girault it, Ftavi-

art[19], p.27-28, and Temam[45], p.9, the normal component operator 7+ is

linear continuous from H(div;ti) into (H''i(F))5/span{v}. Likewise, -yj e-

SL {H{div\W) , (H'i(T))3) . Furthermore, Green formula holds in fl &. (V

for the couples (tr,(u,p), u,) where v is any element of M; summing up the

resulting identities, we conclude that (u,p) £ K is a solution of the following

transmission problem for the particular data p — f^trfu.p) i^o(u,p) :

Given p 6 ( / / -"(rJ l ' /apo^J/}, Bnd u e M or (u,p) £ K, solution of

) / OiAu,p) Ax s - > / I 1 I —--j i I dx
A , Jin* A V> dx, 2 £l 7,fl» \dx, dxt j \dx, dxi}

= <tp,~iv > , V v £ M. (2.8)

(Due to Theorem 2.1, the second hand side of (2.8) is independent of any

representative tp 6 <p),

Hy Lax-Milgram lemma (Horn's inequality in Ciarlet|9| and Necas|39]

guaranties that the continuous bilinear form in (2.8) is coercive), it fol-

lows that (u,p) f ^ H ir.Xu.p)-"->„"ir(u,p) € (// l{V))3/span{i'} is an

isomorphisin. In particular, for ip g [0{V))3, the linear mapping <p > >

(v(.,p);Q(.,p)} e K (cf. (2.6)) is continuous because p -- -)^n{V,Q)

lv"[V,Q) l>y the jump properties of potentials (see e.g. Ladyzhenskaya-

[311, p..r)8, for smooth boundaries and Hebekcr(23|, Lemma A.I for a class

of non smooth ones). Consequently, by density of {D[V))'1 in (// >(T))3,

tin? invrrHi.' ip 1 t (11, p) of the above isomorphism is tho uniqiie extension to

(// r'(r))*/spnn{v} of the single layer operator (V',t}). Coinlimmi; this with

T TT



Theorem 2.1, we conclude that the extended V is also an isomorphism of

{n-h{Y)YJBpan{u} onto (m{Y)f.

Let us now prove (2.7). It is convenient to consider \p C- (D(V))3 and to

conclude by density. For such a ip, we have by (2.8), Horn's inequality and

the above continuity of V:

L d x

It is clear that Theorem 2.2 reduces the Stokes problem (2.1) to a Fre-

dholm boundary integral equation of the first kind in p 6 (// 3(1'))3/-

span{v}:

V<p ;= V<p = g in ( / /*(r)) s . (2.9)

Once ip is found, the solution of (2.1), in the sense of Theorem 2.1, is the

extended single layer potential [V,Q)<p £ K. Observe also that the Sobolev

continuous imbedding H*{T) C H~t(T) is compact. We may therefore con-

sider V as a compact operator in [H *(r))s. This explains why the range

(J / .V) ) 3 (cf-(2.2)) of V is a proper subspace of (//" HV})3-

B«mark 2.3

Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 are the prototypes of "minimal nice* properties of

layer potential operators that have been studied extensively for solving vari-

ous boundary value problems in Sobolev spaces (see e.g. Costabel|10), Dau-

tray, Lions et al.|lSt, chap. XI.B, Hsiao & Wendland|24] and Nedclcc|41]).

We speak of "minimal" properties because these theorems can in general be

improved only in lower regularity results (Bourlard el al.[-l|, Costabel|1Q|,

I>rtuge[l2|) in contrast to smooth domains where V is a pseudodifiorential

operator of order I (Hsiao & Wendland[24], Noitnlnc *•. I'liinr.hiirdl'H)]). For

more details coticerning the regularity ami singularities of elliptic problems,

we refer llin reader to Dau^t'l I 11, (irisvard|20], M.L/.'ya A- i*lat[ifi)CVMkii|.'t7[

and the references therein. In this paper, we ignore all these regularity results

since they have no influence on the convergence analysis of the method in

the next section. We mention also that the boundary integral operators may

be considered on the classical spaces C(T) (Hebeker[23], Kleinman & Wcnd-

land|28], Kral(29], Krai k Wendland[30), Lubuma[33], Lubuma b Taleb|35|)

as well as on the Lebesgue spaces LP(T) (Verchota[46|).

3 ITERATIVE METHODS

Whereas the stability condition (2.7) suggests that (2.9) may be solved by

the boundary elements methods of Galerkin-type (see e.g. Hsiao & Wend-

land[24], Nedelec k Planchard[40], Ncdelec[41], Wendland[47]), we propose

here an alternative technique (see our comments in Remarks 3.5 below).

It is convenient to identify, in a classical way, (H i (T))3/span{v} with

the closed subspace

of the Hilbert space {ff 3(F)) .

Let us fix the data g as in (2.2) and thus, by (2.3), Ag 6 (H7'{V))*

where we recall that A is the canonical Riesz isometric isomorphism. With

the equation (2.9) which is equivalent to

= Ag, ( 3 . 1 )

w e a s s o c i a t e t h e fixed p o i n t o p e r a t o r T : ( / / » ' ( T ) ) 3 >•> ( / / . ' ( I * ) ) 3 ,

Tx := x + A{g - Vx). (3.2)

Clearly, ip solves (2.9) iff <p is a fixed point of T. The iterative schemes

considered below depend on a sequence of non negative real numbers (An)n>o

which forces convergence . Without loss of generality, we suppose henceforth

that the constant C in (2.7) is such that

C < 1 < K

when1 K is a Lipsrhit/ constant of the operator T.

8
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Tlnioruiii 3.1 Assume that the sequence. (An)n>0 satisfies the conditions

0 < A n < C{K2 \ 2 C ~ \ ) ' (3.1)

£>„ = «,. (3.5)
n-0

(e.g. \ n ~ C(KI + 2C -I)-1 /I t n). Then the. sequence ( < p n ) n > 0 in ( / / . ' ' ( I ' ) ) 3

defined iterativtly from any <p0 fry

W u = (l-An)v5n + AnTpn (3.6)

= lPn + A,,il(ff-Vp11), n > 0 ,

converges to the unique solution <p g (//, '(I*))* o/ (2.9). In particular, if

(An)n>Q is a constant as A, then we obtain the error estimate

lip.+ 1-pll-.i.r < (l-CAJ^Jbo-plJ..!,,.. (3.7)

Proof

As Tip --- <p, we have:

-cp, 7V,,

< l ( l - A , . ) 2 f 2 A r l ( l - A n ) ( l - C )

+ *t
nK

1}Pn by (3.2), (2.3), (2.7) <k (3.3)

= {l-[2C-(ff I-f2C-l)An jAn} / ) n

< (l-CAn)pn fry (3.3)- (3.4)

Iteration from 0 to N yields pN + , < exp( C H*'.nXn)p,,. H<;nce, hy (it.S),

(Vijn^i) converges to <p.

The estimate (3.7) corresponding to a constant sef[urnce A follows by

indurtion on the inequality pnl, <{l - CX)/>n obtained above. [ 1

Tin1 c(indilii>n (3.-1) can be relaxed (in the sense that A,, is defined inde-

pendently of C and K) at the cost of choosing the initial KIH-KS ipn near the

fixed point ip. I'rori.scly, we have:

Theorem 3.2 In addition to (S.5), let (*„)„>„ (ljO,lj satisfy

Y,^n < °°- (3.8)

Then, for every real numier d > 0, there exists an integer nu > 0 such that

the sequence (iPn)n>nc, generated by (S.6) from any initial guess <p» -•'- "Pn,, ' "

the closed ball B = Bd(ip) :={x € (//."'(r))* ; | | x -p | |_ i r < d} remains in

B and converges to <p. In particular, if

A; = C/(1 +nC2)

( w h i c h i s a s y m p t o t i c a l l y l i k e C ^ n 1 , i . e . \'\mn—x, nX'n — C " * ) , t h e n

i1 ^ '

Proof
_i

Since / — AV is linear continuous in (// . J(F)) , the set (/ — AV)(B) is

bounded For all Bd{ip),d > 0. Fix such a B and denote by D the diameter of

(/ - AV){8). By (3.8), ]imn_oo An = 0; thus, there exists a positive integer

no with the property

XnD
2 < Cd2 V n > n o . (3.10)

Starting with an initial guess ipntl 6 B, consider the sequence (tpn)n>n,,

defined by (3.6). We claim that this sequence remains in 13, which will be

proved by induction. ipnil is in B by our choice. Assume that, for some fixed

" .^ "o, <Pn € B or

As in the first three relations of the proof of Theorem 3.1, we obtain, using

{.'i.2), the induction hypothesis and An GJO, 1 j ,

• C)AM(1 - Xn)l (I - CfX'n\Pn

The indurtion hypothesis and (3.10) yield

P,,\ i < (I X,,C)d2 | XnC,l2 .. d\

10
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completing the proof of the claim.

To prove that pn • > 0 as n -> oo, we set

1 - - , „ - ( ! CA n) !>0.

Then a simple induction on formula (3.11) yields

0 < Pn < E2an, n > nQ,

(3-12)

(3.13)

where E* - rnax{pn,,, D2} and the real sequence «„ > 0 is recursively

generated by

a»+l = [l-ln)«n + X\, «„„ = 1 (3-14)

(see e.g. Cliidiime(6j). With (3.8) and £-?„ = oo (by (3.5), (3.8) and (3.12)),

Lemma 1 in Dunn[18] is applicable and implies that the above sequence (on)

goes to 0 as n —> oo. Consequently, (3.13) gives the desired convergence of

the sequence (pn) to 0.

The estimate (3.9) corresponding to the choice A; = C/(l + C ' n ) , follows

from Die analogues of (3.11)-(3.14) where a simple computation gives u* ---

(1 +C 2 (n • - ] ) ) ' for all n > n0 and £ ' 3 = max{p'ntt[l + C{n0 - 1)), P2}.

I."]

Remark

With the notation of Theorem 3.2 and of its proof, the interesting point

of (AJJ is that this sequence is the "best™ one associated with 1 — C, i.e.

Vn > n,,,0 < a"n < an for any other (An) satisfying (3.12) and (3.14) with

(«„). This can easily be shown, following Dunn[18|, Theorem 2, where the

case ri,) -.; I is considered. O

Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are not consequences of the contraction mapping

principle!. In fact, consider

\\AV\\ t e , m : , , V

the (finite) u p p e r and lower bonnets of the posi t ive l inear <'otil.iniioii.s o p e r a t o r

.•IV which is self-adjoint by (2.3) a n d (2.8) where v V (.,;/) for ,i «. (P( l" ) ) ; i .

11

Then the smallest Lipschitz constant of the operator i '••> x + XnA(g Vx)

involved in (3.6) is (Ivanov[25|, p.91)

..iX = max{\l Anm|) (3.16)

whose supremum with respect to n may be bigger or equal to 1. However, we

can still use the contraction mapping principle by simply choosing An in such

away that *up n | |7- AnylV||_iT < 13 < 1. Precisely, the result of Atkinson] 11,

p.35-36, and Ivanov|25], p.91, can be extended as below:

Theorem 3.3 M and m being defined by (S.16), lei

o < LiJL < An < i - ^

for some real constant ft. Then the sequence (<pn)n>0 defined by (S.fi) ton-

verges to ip with the error estimate

Ontl

i-<p\\.l. .r S -0' ^nlli.f- n

As a consequence of the continuity of the single layer operator in Theo-

rem 2.2, we obtain:

Theorem 3.4 Kaeh sequence [ifin)n C (//, "(T))3 of Theorems 3.1-S.S ge-

nerates a sequence of approximations ((V(.,vn); Q(-t'Pn))) t K that con-

verges to the unique solution {u,p)~ (V (.,<£>); Q{.,tp)) <~ K of problem (S.I)

with, as the case may be, identical rate of convergence. U

Remarks 3.5

a) Results similar to Theorems 3.1 3.2 are available for a wide class of non-

linear operators ((5]-|8|, [16|--[18], [36], [38], |42|- \AA\). The specific aspect

of Theorem 3.3, which in particular, for An -= M\m, allows lo reach the

minimum value /?—Mt'S~'ll^ "" ^n^^li J-r> ' s based on the explicit cha-

racterization (3.IG) where the linearity, the bounded ness ami the positive-

ru'ss of the sulf-cidjoint operator AV are essential. Of course, contraction

niiippiiifV-like results exist also in more general sititatioiis. For exiirnpie, since

12



r < 1 - 2C\n + A^M2, wo can choose \ n such that JSUJ\,(1 - -

2C'An I X*nM
2} < 1; cf. Ciarlet|9], p.9.

b) With the "miiiimal" assumption g £ (//.'(F))3, the boundary dements

method (BEM) (defined as in (4.13) below) for solving (2.9) leads just to

convergent discrete solutions without error estimates. Suppose however that

g is so smooth that Costabel'sjlO] lower regularity result, p € (I^(V))3,

holds. Let the sequence hn (=(1 - CX)'i , n " ' or /3") defining the rate of

convergence O{hn) in Theorems 3.1-3.3 be also the parameter of ineshwidth

of a sequence of appropriate regular trian^illations of I1. Then, due again to

CostabelflO], the classes of equivalence of the discrete solutions (^n)n ob-

tained by a HEM with e.g. piecewise constant vectors as trial functions '

are such that \\pn- <p\\-i p — O(\/k^). As is well-known, the more regular the

solution is {say, p is in a Sobolev space of real order a > 0), the better the

order of convergence of a BEM with appropriate trial functions is (O{h'n
 3)

in our example), contrarily to our Theorems 3.1-33 where the fixed point

iterative nature of the technique yields the same rate of convergence O(hn).

Dut, remember (Remark 2.3) that higher regularity results are seldom at-

tained. A last point is that even the modified finite and boundary elements

methods used in Blum[2j and Bourlard et al.[3]-[4] to restore the "better"

convergence in O{h'n ') are not valid since the explicit singular behaviour

of the solution ip obtained in Dauge et al.[13]-[14j and Grisvard|20] is not

known for the general three-dimensional non smooth geometries considered

here. n

4 DISCRETIZATION OF ITERATIONS

Kor tin; sake of simplicity, we assume that F is the surface of a polyhedron.

(Otherwise, one cati decompose F into a finite number of segments that arc

images of Lipschjlz-conlinijous mappings defined on a polygonal parameter

domain; soi> e.g. llctieker[23|, Kleinman &. Wendlatul|2S[ and Kr;i! A'. Wcnd-

' w r i nns i J r t c.l.i«si!5 trf rqiliv.jfciici! because the l.risit Fijiictioiin a.m mil rlriin-nU of

13

Let (T^IAJO l>e a family of regular triangulations of F consisting of tri-

angles T (with the usual compatibility conditions) of maximal diameter h

(Ciarlet[y] is our standard reference for the notions of finite elements method

used here). With each h > 0, we associate the orthogonal projection i'h in

V))3 onto (Xhy where

Xk - £ C(F) ; vh[T is a/fine VT e Th} C 11' J(F) (1,1)

is a finite elements space. The dimension of Xh is the cardinal of the set Mh

of vertices b of all triangles in Th\ its canonical basis consists of the functions

Li £ X», Lt(d) = */, W e Mh,

with the property

suppLh c (J T , h := { r e Tfc ; & C 7} . (4.2)

By Lemma 3.2 in Nedelec &z Planchard[41j, p.122, Ph is also continuous

for the norm | | . | |_i i r with aupt,\\Phq\\^iT < oo and limj,^0 ||<jr- Phq\\ ± r =-

0 Vq e (L'(r))*- T h u s ' density of L^F) in H'i{r) implies that Ph can be

extended by continuity to a linear bounded operator stilt denoted by i}h of

( / r i ( F ) ) 3 into (X*)3 such that

and

Instead of using the "natural" quadrature rule

which is not. nppFiriihle to badly behaved integrands, we approxiiTiiite V q by

the produrl integration method of Atkinsotijl|, section |[.!i.2, i.e.

)){r), x< t\q< (II i(l')) ; i. (-1.5)

11
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Definition (4.5) is meaningful since Phq £ (C(r))3, by (4.1), and the weak

singularity of the kernel matrix in (2.-1) guaranties that V is a compact opera-

tor in (C(r)) ' . Observe that (4.2) and [4.4] yield the more simple expression

(4.6)
teiit Te/,

where the matrix of weights is given by

Mv)-

A further simplification of (4.6) occurs if one observes that in (4.7) each tri-

angle T is affine-equivalent to the reference triangle T, with vertices (0,0),

(1,0) &. (0,1), and that the affine mapping Lt|T is a component of the well-

known barycentric coordinates with respect to the vertices of T (see Ciarlet[9j

for the terminology). All these precisions seem to be necessary for the analyt-

ical computation of the weights to r̂ (for algorithms about similar problems,

see e.g. Jaswon &c Symm[26], p.235, and the references therein).

T h e o r e m 4 . 1 Assume that the hypotheses of each of the Theorems S.I, S.2

and S.S are fulfilled and consider an initial guess ipa for each associated

process (S,6). Then the approximated family of sequences (<p*) C ( / / . 2 ( P ) ) 3

defined iteratively by

- <Po

him the convergence property

- 0.

(4.8)

(•1.9)

I'roof

(4.3), ('t..r>) and the continuity of V in Theorem 'L.I give t,h<' cons'iKtcncy

property

Jim [H. ' ( l ' ) ) \ (4-10)

ir.

It follows from (4.10) that , as h -> 0, (pf) in (4.8) converges in (//. =(r))3

to ipi defined by (3.6). Induction on n yields

Km| | , P l , -p ; | | . . i i r -0 , Vn. (4.11)

Combining (4.11) with the appropriate theorem of convergence of [<pn)n to

<p, we get (4.9). G

Remark 4.2

In general, when h is fixed and n goes to oo, the sequence (v̂ IDn i" (4.8) does

not converge in {H. *(T))3 since the equivalent discrete problems

V = = 9 (4.12)

are ill-posed. Whether the techniques of regularization of Tikhonov (see e.g.

Lavrent'ev et al.|32], chap.II) and the corresponding approximate methods in

Ivanov[25] are applicable or not to Problems (2.9), (3.1) and (4.12) requires

further investigations. On the other hand, if instead of (4.12), we consider

the projection method

= Phg, i.e.

(4.13)

which actually is the Galerkin approximation of (2.0) by the boundary ele-

ments method mentioned in Remarks 3.5, then this Problem (4.1.1) is wrll-

posed in (// ^ (V)Yjspan{i/} due to Lax-Milgmm's lemma (the stability

condition (2.7) carries over the apace of equivalent classes of rleiiicnts of

(A'fc)3). Furthermore, as h goes to 0, the discrete solution tpk converges

in (II i(\')y/span{v} to the exact solution <p of (2.9) (sec e.g. Hsiao ft

Weti(llar»1|24j, I,ut)uma|34] and Nede!ec!41|).
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